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	Text-uupNz87qjR: I am experiencing a panic attack, and it will pass.
	Text-SHpgZndBBQ: I am experiencing a panic attack, and it will pass.
	Text-eBh6sWu5RV: Take slow, deep breaths. Inhale calm, exhale tension.
	Text-CHS4sICGSr: My breath can anchor me in the present moment.
	Text-xjgoXqbnzt: I've overcome panic attacks before, and I can do it again.
	Text-hOvj-Ev40W: I am resilient, and I've faced this challenge and emerged stronger.
	Paragraph--23K6dmgqT: During a panic attack, I often forget that it will eventually subside, and this thought helps me remember that the feeling is temporary. It's comforting to acknowledge that it's not life-threatening; it's just my body's reaction to stress.
	Paragraph-czg-sSmL3A: Focusing on my breath during a panic attack is crucial. Deep breaths help me feel more grounded, and I find it reassuring to tell myself that each breath is bringing calmness. It's like a lifeline to the present moment.
	Paragraph-H_xdlxtUSb: Recalling past experiences of overcoming panic attacks is a powerful source of strength for me. It reminds me that I've faced this challenge before and emerged stronger each time. It's like an inner voice of resilience cheering me on.
	Text-4rsZZzYSja: I am safe right now, and this feeling will not harm me.
	Text-tYLBnwNXFw: In this moment, I am protected and secure.
	Text-tHPHq1vLIF: I can handle this; I have the strength to manage my anxiety.
	Text-b1h9Z7kxgK: I am in control of my thoughts and emotions.
	Text-eVKexoxHTv: I am strong, brave, and capable
	Text-kI1ouQeFDQ: I am in charge of my mind, and I choose peace
	Text-QF23ZIxnfD: It's okay to feel anxious; I'm not alone in this.
	Text-VW_Jgqt8W5: I am kind to myself, and I deserve comfort and support.
	Text-OoHvv1hLUS: Feel the ground beneath your feet; you are here, in the present.
	Text-Rh5_5Hmx2x: Describe your surroundings to yourself; you are connected to reality.
	Paragraph-fz0HvcHU7S: This statement is reassuring. It helps me stay grounded in the present by reminding myself that I'm safe, and the anxiety won't harm me physically. It's like building a safety net around me.
	Paragraph-aTIE4-H1PR: Affirming my capability is empowering. It reminds me that I'm in control of my thoughts and emotions, even during a panic attack. It helps me feel more confident in my ability to manage the situation.
	Paragraph-7yCXw927Nx: These positive affirmations boost my self-esteem. They remind me that I have inner strength and the power to choose peace over panic. It's like a motivational pep talk during tough moments.
	Paragraph-RvyggxKFC2: Being kind to myself during a panic attack is important. This statement encourages self-compassion, reminding me that it's okay to feel anxious, and I'm not alone in this struggle. It's like extending a comforting hand to myself.
	Paragraph-GxtoEBqxoB: Staying grounded is essential during a panic attack. Feeling the ground beneath my feet and describing my surroundings helps me reconnect with the present and regain a sense of reality. It's like a gentle reminder to be here, not lost in anxiety.
	Text-t-Gz9q3Yy1: I can call someone I trust if I need reassurance
	Text-Wf4-K6_qcF: Sharing my experience with a loved one can provide comfort.
	Text-JcF1XAJG7O: Focus on the now; the panic will not control me.
	Text-0TSJpEpJQ9: Accept the sensations and let them flow through me.
	Paragraph-ZnB1OWR5Vy: This statement encourages me to seek support when needed. It's reassuring to know I can call someone I trust for reassurance or share my experience with a loved one. It's a reminder that I don't have to face this alone.
	Paragraph-Dxr3yfBGyJ: Being mindful helps me stay in control. I focus on the present, reminding myself that panic won't control me. Accepting the sensations and allowing them to flow through me is like releasing their grip on my mind.


